
CESTA
Wall Mirror



Product type
Wall Mirror

Materials
Galvanized and powder 
coated tubular steel, 
PVC strings made from
recycled plastic

Colours
olive green/pink sand
honey yellow/yellow
blue/pastel green
black/yellow
bubblegum rose/rumba red

Country of origin 
Colombia

Place of use
Commercial and 
Residental

Environment
Indoor

Customise product
Please contact 
shop@amesliving.de 
for bespoke versionam
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CESTA
Wall Mirror

Design and inspiration
The Cesta mirrors compel with their contrast of simple, round shapes and 
a colourful frame. Designed by Pauline Deltour, who was inspired for this 
collection after visiting traditional workshops in Colombia, the oval or round 
metal frame features a tall rim that’s decorated with coloured PVC-Strings 
made from recycled plastic. Each mirror adds a joyful pop of colour to any 
wall. 

About the designer
“Born in France, Pauline Deltour’s aesthetic is defined by being strikingly 
simple and beautifully detailed at once. Her designs showcase a curiosity 
in the qualities of the raw materials and transferring production techniques 
between disciplines.

Pauline Deltour joined ames founder Ana Maria Calderón Kayser on a trip to 
Colombia to study the local materials first hand and learn from the artisans 
about the traditional weaving techniques. Back in her Paris studio, where 
she develops furniture and product designs for international brands, Del-
tour designed a range of furniture and living accessories for ames.”
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Technical Specifications
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CESTA
Wall Mirror

Dimensions (mm)
Mirror Round 
Ø: 491 
Depth: 100
Mirror Oval
Height: 543
Width: 475
Depth: 70

Packaging dimensions
(H × W × D) (mm)
Mirror Round
538 × 538 × 260
Mirror Oval
650 × 650 × 150

Item weight (kg)
Mirror Round
4
Mirror Oval
4

W: 475 mm
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Craft and manufacturing
The coloured strings, made from recycled PVC, are woven by hand around 
the powder coated metal frame. The Colombian craftspeople, based in Bo-
gota, use traditional weaving techniques that are handed down from one 
generation to the next generation. The production of each mirror takes 
three days.

Care instructions
You can clean the PVC strings and metal frame with a damp cloth and extra 
water. Be careful to avoid the wooden structure underneath the mirror 
glass. The glass can be wiped down with standard glass cleaners.
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olive green/pink sand
00AMC1-1

honey yellow/yellow
00AMC1-2

blue/pastel green
00AMC1-3

black/yellow
00AMC1-4

bubblegum rose/rumba red
00AMC1-5

CESTA
Wall Mirror Round 
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olive green/pink sand
00AMC2-1

honey yellow/yellow
00AMC2-2

blue/pastel green
00AMC2-3

black/yellow
00AMC2-4

bubblegum rose/rumba red
00AMC2-5

CESTA
Wall Mirror Oval
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